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Abstract
In this paper, the relation between humanity and disability is addressed by discussing the agency of people with disabilities
in colonial histories of humanitarianism. People with disabilities were often—as indicated by relevant sources—regarded
and treated as passive, suffering fellow humans, in particular in the making and distribution of colonial photography.
In the context of humanitarianism, is it possible to understand these photographs differently? This paper analyzes one
photograph—from the collection of the Tropenmuseum Amsterdam—of people with leprosy in the protestant leprosar-
ium Bethesda, in the Dutch colony Suriname, at the beginning of the twentieth century. It discusses the way the sitters in
the photograph have been framed, and how the photograph has beenmade and used. The photographmakes it difficult to
register agency, but easily reaffirms existing colonial categories. Therefore, this paper also uses another strategy of analysis.
By following Actor-Network Theory, focusing on non-human actors, the second part of this paper offers a new and more
convincing interpretation of the photograph. This strategy (a) understands agency as a phenomenon of interdependence
instead of independence, and (b) approaches photographs as both real and performed. Combining the written history of
humanitarianism and disability, it allows new histories of people with disabilities to develop, histories that move beyond
the categories of colonialism.
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1. Introduction
With the adoption of the UN Convention on the Rights
of People with Disabilities (CRPD) (2006) the world com-
munity officially acknowledged that people with disabil-
ities are equal in terms of their humanity and place in
society. In general, disability activists welcome the con-
vention because it enables the global inclusion and sit-
uational improvement of people with disabilities. With
this framing of disability as a human rights issue, disabil-
ity becomes part of the “humanitarian cloud”, prompting
organized efforts on behalf of others based on the notion
of a shared humanity (Laqua, 2014, p. 175). Although
clouds are flexible, the “humanitarian cloud” is and was
often determined by the dichotomy of active (Western)
helpers acting on behalf of passive (non-Western) suf-
ferers (Hutchison, 2014, p. 12). This dichotomy is be-
ing questioned from a postcolonial perspective—for in-
stance, by Gyan Prakash (1994)—as well as from a dis-
ability studies perspective (Meekosha, 2011). “Nothing
about us, without us” summarizes the overarching pro-
gram of the disability rights movement (Charlton, 1998),
which emphasizes the agency of people with disabilities.
Their intervention requires further reflection with re-
spect to the “humanitarian cloud” around human rights.
This is the more pertinent since, as Mark Philip Bradley
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has argued in the US context, popular American commit-
ment to human rights was often preceded and accompa-
nied by stories and pictures of fellow humans suffering
(Bradley, 2014; cf. Musarò, 2015).
In this paper, we link the postcolonial and disabil-
ity studies perspectives by asking the following question,
“How do people with disabilities figure in the history of
the “humanitarian cloud”, and how can their histories
be known? Are these separate histories, running paral-
lel to “mainstream” history, just as a leprosarium was a
colony within the colony, or do their histories interfere
in and change history at large?” In the historiography
about humanitarianism and human rights, people with
disabilities receive little explicit attention, which is also
the case in (post)colonial historiography. The history of
people with disabilities in the (former) colonies is in its
infancy (Brégain, 2016). There may be strong reasons for
this: since disability, as understood in the West, is not
always articulated in the same way in non-Western con-
texts, it is not certain that a disability approach to history
makes sense in histories of colonialism (cf. Livingstone,
2006; Maxwell, 2008). When we follow, however, an in-
tersectional approach—adding disability to our concep-
tual toolbox as a category like race and gender (Kudlick,
2003)—we may be able to investigate whether and how
sources from colonial times depict the intersection of
these categories in the making of the colonial context.
If we try to imagine a humanitarian history of disabil-
ity—in, for example, the case of leprosy (Vongsathorn,
2012)—we will likely find that, because of the dominant
perspective of sources, the history depicts people with
disabilities as passive sufferers. Peoplewith leprosy often
entered the colonial archive only as the inhabitants of
leprosariums, receiving the benefits of progressive medi-
cal research and religious care. Of course, historians have
found alternative ways to write about the history of lep-
rosy that undermine this preconceived idea of people
with disabilities as passive (Buckingham, 2002), and that
support the aim of disability history—part of the eman-
cipatory field of disability studies—to present, represent,
give voice to, and restore historical agency to peoplewith
disabilities (Kudlick, 2003; Longmore & Umansky, 2001).
However, this image of people with disabilities as passive
sufferers is hardly undermined by an analysis of visual
sources, whereas, in the historiography of humanitarian
photography, disability is not addressed (Fehrenbach &
Rodogno, 2015; Lydon, 2016).
Here we come across a central problem in colonial
history. In a recent article about the representation of hu-
man suffering in post-colonial exhibitions, we discussed
a Dutch exhibition of photographs that “explicitly show
rows of Indonesian rural village (desa) people who have
been executed by the soldiers under Dutch command”.
We saw the potential of these photographs to “trig-
ger debates on law, justice, reparation”, but also ques-
tioned whether displaying the dead bodies of desa peo-
ple who had been killed, and thus effectively made the
“last” passive victims of the Dutch empire, was a way
to leave ethnographic photography behind and acknowl-
edge these people as historical citizens of a postcolonial
state to come (Legêne, 2014). We take up this question
again—in the case of people with disabilities, whose im-
ages figure in the “humanitarian cloud”—and ask, “How
can their history be written beyond their image as silent
sufferers?”
This paper will explore possible answers to this ques-
tion through analysis of a photograph of people with
leprosy in colonial Suriname. The photograph is part of
the collection of the Tropenmuseum—the former Dutch
Colonial Museum—in Amsterdam and the Royal Nether-
lands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Stud-
ies. The photograph—as a historical source—is relevant
for three reasons. In the first place, photographs are an
important source in the history of the “humanitarian
cloud”. Visual materials often have been produced and
used to serve campaigns for humanitarian relief and hu-
man rights. Secondly, this photograph, made in the con-
text of leprosy care in Suriname, enables us to investi-
gate the possible intersection of disability, race, gender
and religion, and the multiple affinities and distinctions
that put the disabled in their designated place within the
colonial hierarchy. Although we focus on leprosy, we do
not want to suggest that people with leprosy can repre-
sent all people with disabilities in the colonies. However,
the case of leprosy is relatively well documented, and is
therefore a good starting point for writing disability into
humanitarian histories of colonialism. Finally, a photo-
graph from a museum collection in the data cloud helps
us consider how historians and museum professionals
might intervene in the dominant essentializing and ahis-
torical reproduction of colonial images of peoplewith dis-
abilities in public histories, for instance by reconsidering
the captions that “document”—in the language of their
time—these photographs.
This paper investigates whether and how the histori-
cal agency of peoplewith disabilities can be recognized in
modern visual sources, and what this recognition would
mean for writing histories of disability in the “humani-
tarian cloud” from a disability studies perspective. This
paper, therefore, is mainly about methodology, espe-
cially because disability history’s aimof “granting agency”
to people with disabilities (Kudlick, 2013) needs—in our
opinion—an alternative. In the first part, this paper ana-
lyzes the photograph described above through amethod
proposed by anthropologist Elisabeth Edwards to investi-
gate colonial photography. Edwards (2001, p. 20) distin-
guishes three “defining moments” of a photograph: 1)
the arrangement of the setting (or the framing), 2) the
making of the photograph, and 3) the usage (or the cir-
culation) of the printed image. Such an analysis enables
us, as will be demonstrated, to combine strategies de-
veloped by scholars like Stoler (2009), Roque and Wag-
ner (2012), Jordanova (2012), and Legêne (2013) to trace
the agency of the “colonized”. Nevertheless, it appears—
as will become clear below—difficult to register agency
or break through the silence. Historiography about pho-
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tography may need other concepts (cf. Edwards, 2016).
Moreover, existing categories of (dis)ability seem reaf-
firmed when we follow the special biography of the pho-
tograph in its moments of framing, making, and circula-
tion. Therefore, in the second part of this paper, an addi-
tional method is explored: the so-called Actor-Network-
Theory (ANT). ANT approaches the research object or ac-
tor as embedded in a network of relations between hu-
mans and non-humans (Latour, 2005). Moreover, ANT
enables us to approach the photograph as both made
and real (cf. M’Charek, 2010), and as co-existing with
other realities. We apply ANT in a heuristic way when
analysing the photograph, and argue that this method
has the potential to be used forwriting the history of peo-
ple with disabilities in the “humanitarian cloud” without
reaffirming the image of a disabled person as passive and
colonized.
2. Description of the “Others” Within
The extensive historical literature about people with lep-
rosy in the colonies provides an essential context for
analysing the photograph here discussed. In the quest to
locate agency, it is important to know that people with
leprosy in the colonial erawere—because of their leprosy
and the colonizers’ fear of infection—“othered” in a way
that was beyond the “othering” treatment generally ac-
corded colonised peoples, and in the corresponding hu-
manitarian discourse. They had to live in places thatwere
separated from the rest of society (as “otherswithin”, see
Roque & Wagner, 2012, p. 15; cf. Stoler, 2009), often re-
ferred to as leper colonies. For this case study, we have
chosen such a colony: Bethesda, a protestant leprosar-
ium in Suriname, founded in the 18th century, modern-
ized at the end of the 19th century and closed in 1968
(Van Hilte-Rustwijk & Van Steenderen-Rustwijk, 2003; cf.
Menke & Menke, 2013; Snelders, in press). Bethesda’s
history between 1879 and 1928 has been written by
Jacqueline Postma (2003).
The photograph we will focus on (see Figure 1), was
made between 1897 and 1915. In the picture, we see
eleven people on the veranda of a house, on what
seems to be a sunny day. Four are white European
women, attired in long dresses, two of whom wear a
straw hat with a ribbon. Seven people are black, mostly
young men, Surinamese men. One of them is stand-
ing, like the four women. The other six sit on chairs
and benches in a half circle around a piece of leather.
Most of them wear an apron and have a tool, shoe,
or a bristle in their hands; one of them is sitting be-
Figure 1. Shoemakers and staff at New Bethesda, Suriname, before 1915. Collection H.W. Bosman. Photographer unknown
(Augusta Curiel). Photograph Courtesy National Museum of World Cultures (TM-10019121).
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hind a shoe stitching machine. One young man, or—
better—a boy, has his hand bandaged, and one man
is wearing special sized shoes; the boy and the man
with the special sized shoes are nearest the camera, and
are therefore clearly visible. Seven people are looking
in the camera, three are looking in another direction,
and one man turns his gaze down. (Collection National
Museum of World Cultures. Object nr. TM-10019121.
Copy of original dry gelatine glass negative. See also
www.collectie.wereldculturen.nl and look for “Schoen-
makers in de leprozenkolonie Nieuw Bethesda”. The
same photograph is in the Image collection of KITLV,
(http://media-kitlv.nl) collection number 7655).
Can we understand this photograph as a depiction
of agency of the “others within”? As was said, we could
recognize the dominant image of people with leprosy
who are isolated by exclusion within a colonial context;
but is this actually what is at stake in this photograph?
In this photograph, the people with leprosy, their tools,
and their working materials are center stage. The Euro-
pean women—nurses of Bethesda and, probably, in the
middle, the Director’s wife—enclose the group. The four
women and the man who stands, maybe a supervisor,
do not perform a role; they seem there only at the re-
quest of the photographer. Their position in the photo-
graph suggests they do not suffer from leprosy. The sit-
ting men re-enact their craft; they seem to stop working
only for the moment the photograph is taken. Their po-
sition in the photograph suggests they have leprosy in-
deed. We suspect the photographer has staged the ar-
rangement because a veranda was not often used as a
working place, and because the number of men seems
more than needed for the number of shoes and the size
of the piece of leather, but—in this photograph—the
men are working men. So, in this photograph, it is not
immediately clear who is the “other” because no act of
“othering” can be observed. In fact, we should doubt
whether a preconceived framing of people within the
colonies as “others” (cf. Stoler, 2009) helps us analyse
the photograph.
3. Framing, Making and Circulating
First, we have a closer look at how this picture is framed;
that—according to Edwards—is the first defining mo-
ment of the photograph (2001, p. 20). The veranda, the
garden, and the wall of the house frame the image. The
stair, balcony fencing, and wooden pillars indicate that
the veranda is above ground level. But we do not see
the wider world to which this particular place and par-
ticular people belong, which makes clear that Bethesda
is a closed off place on the margins of Surinamese so-
ciety. People with leprosy were expected—or forced—
to live apart. Bethesda was a microcosm in itself. The
nurses were part of the community, but had more free-
dom of movement since they were not infected with lep-
rosy. As we turn our attention within the frame of the
photograph, the presence of nurses and shoemakers un-
derlines a difference we know from the wider world—
namely the difference between white colonizers and
black colonised—as well as (we come back to this later)
a difference between abled and disabled people. To de-
pict people with leprosy at work, the presence of nurses
is—strictly speaking—unnecessary. The nurses are not
skilled shoe makers, but they volunteered to be part
of this photograph, or the photographer invited them
because—without them—the picture would be incom-
plete. People with leprosy need supervision, the photo-
graph seems to suggest. The nurses’ presence within the
frame limits our ability to see the shoemakers as inde-
pendent, to see their agency.
What can we learn about agency from the second
defining moment, the making of the photo? The identity
of the photographer is unknown. Because of the photo-
graph’s quality, and because there exist comparable pho-
tographs of other aspects of Bethesda from the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, it seems likely that the
management of Bethesda hired a professional photogra-
pher like Augusta Curiel—who also made photographs
of Bethesda, which circulated as post cards—to make
their project visible (Van Dijk, Van Petten-van Charante,
Van Putten, & de Jonge, 2007; Weiss, 1915). Regardless,
there seems no real interaction between the people in
the photograph and the photographer; perhaps the line
of vision adopted by all in the compositionwas under the
direction of the photographer, standing at the other side
of the veranda. Some people are looking into the lens,
some are staring or looking in another direction, and one
man turns his gaze down. Although there is little interac-
tion, the moment the photograph is captured could be
the moment in which we register—through their looks—
the agency of the “others”. Like other photographs in
the Tropenmuseum, this photographprobably presented
a harmonious picture of Bethesda, but the men had—
in general—more serious-looking faces than the women,
which hints of the situation’s forced character. Moreover,
the man in front, with his eyes downwards, seems to
wish to ignore the whole performance. So in the inter-
action between photographer and sitters at themoment
the photographwas captured,we can register something
like the agency of the “other within”. The performance
seems forced.
The third defining moment is the circulation of the
printed image as object or artefact (Edwards, 2001; Ed-
wards & Hart, 2004; Jordanova, 2012, p. 131). The pho-
tograph was part of a collection that was donated to
the museum by H.W. Bosman from The Hague in 1917
and 1919. The collection, of photographs from the Dutch
colonies in the “East” and the “West”, is very diverse. So
far we could not trace the journey of this specific pho-
tograph from Suriname to the collection in the Tropen-
museum, but we can give one example of the distribu-
tion of the image at the time of its making and the au-
diences who saw it, and that might also explain how it
entered the museum collection. This photograph was re-
produced in the illustrated travelogue Vier maanden in
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Suriname (“Fourmonths in Suriname”, 1915) by H.Weiss,
and published by the Dutch reformed publisher Callen-
bach, with photo clichés made by De Bussy in Amster-
dam. The photographs in the collectionmight have come
via De Bussy since various other photographs in Weiss’s
travelogue ended up in the same collection.
Weiss was a protestant missionary of the Moravian
Brothers, and had worked in Suriname in various ca-
pacities since 1896, among others as the Director of
Bethesda. He returned to Europewhenhebecame ill, but
revisited Suriname (andBethesda) in 1914. In his account
of his visit to Bethesda, illustrated with 14 photographs
(Weiss, 1915, pp. 61–72) Weiss emphasizes the modern
progress visible in the institution, and underscores that
today’s Bethesda adheres to its policy of voluntary en-
rolment. The chapter is illustrated by pictures of people
with leprosy, including the photograph of the shoemak-
ers (Weiss, 1915, p. 70). Other photographs depict the in-
frastructure of the place (roads, school, church, houses
of the European staff and nurses), the bridge providing
entrance to the “lepers village”, and a picture of the
Steamer “Paramaribo” anchored in the Suriname river
off Bethesda. Weiss does not refer to the pictures, but
has added short captions to them like “view of Bethesda
from the Director’s house, or “Our lepers” (caption to a
photograph of children climbing a tree). The photograph
taken on the veranda is described as the manufacturing
of shoes by lepers in Bethesda (“Het vervaardigen van
schoenen door melaatschen op Bethesda”).
In using this photograph as one of his illustrations,
the author probablywanted to highlight one of the activi-
ties thatmake Bethesda “not a place ofwhining and com-
plaining, no, here people are living together who know
that their life, although it is still so painful, has meaning
and purpose” (Weiss, 1915, p. 70, our translation). The
caption puts emphasis on the working men, producing
shoes. In the book’s context, the picturemakes especially
clear how the missionary—from religious motivation—
frames the people he cares about as “others” who are
supposed to have their own agency within the civilizing
mission of both modern medical care and conversion.
The travelogue, which circulated among his religious
community in the Netherlands, presents the printed im-
age as amaterialization of the voluntary internal colonial-
ism of the leprosarium within a strict colonial order (cf.
Roque & Wagner, 2012, pp. 10–11). This presentation is
unchanged when one reads the caption and explanatory
text to the digital image in the Tropenmuseum database.
4. Alternative Interpretation
By looking for the agency of the “other”, we havemore or
less chosen the interpretative strategy that “reads colo-
nial documents [in our case, images] against the grain”,
which means being critical towards the original inten-
tion (Roque & Wagner, 2012, p. 18). Following Edwards
(2001), we have tried “to identify in colonial accounts the
words, visions and agency of indigenous people” (Roque
& Wagner, 2012, p. 18). The result seems disappointing:
in terms of framing, the photograph above shows all colo-
nial agency, with slight evidence that the shoe makers
are not at ease during the making of the photograph.
A copy of the glass negative—inserted as an object in
the Colonial Museum collection in Amsterdam—as an
image in the normative travelogue of a contemporary
leading missionary and as a digitized image in a collec-
tions database reinforces what we already know. At best,
the analysis is critical towards the people with power
and “represent[s] the subaltern [or the marginalized] in
a way that is sensitive to their silence” (Spivak, quoted
by Legêne, 2013, pp. 238–239). But as we asked earlier,
might it be possible to get beyond sensitivity to their si-
lence through a deeper understanding of their agency in
photographs and objects? Edwards’ method might help
circumvent the colonial order with its fixed categories
(Legêne, 2013, pp. 241–242). The investigation of visual
and material sources in general can contribute to deal-
ing with Gyan Prakash’s question of “how the history of
colonialism and colonialism’s disciplining of history can
be shaken loose from the categories and ideas it pro-
duced” (Prakash, 1994, quoted in Legêne, 2013, p. 237),
and—in particular—how we go beyond the image of
silent suffering.
Our disability studies approach makes evident that
analyzing a photograph makes one extremely aware of
categories. Because we had to describe an image in
words, we became aware of the broad range of possible
formulations, and therefore the contingency of the cat-
egories involved. To quote Edwards (2001, p. 20), “Pho-
tography is like ritual or theatre because it is between
reality, a physical world, and imagination, dealing not
only with a world of facts, but the world of possibilities”.
However, it also became clear that it is not easy to go
beyond the fixed colonial order. By analyzing the photo-
graph’s “defining moments”, the familiar categories pop
up and determine our investigation. Therefore, we will
recapture our case study through an alternative strategy;
we will draw, inspired by ANT, the attention from the
“other” to the non-human actors or things and how they
interact with each other and with human actors (cf. Mak,
2012; Mol, 2002).
Let us start by looking at “leprosy” within the frame
of this photograph. A disease like leprosy cannot be un-
derstood as simply existing, as Annemarie Mol has ar-
gued (Mol, 2002; Ruberg & Clever, 2014). What leprosy
is depends of the context in which it is enacted. Diseases
like leprosy are multiple. At the same time, people regu-
larly use one word for multiple enactments: they enact a
disease as a “virtual common object” (Mol, 2002; Ruberg
& Clever, 2014). If we look again at the photograph dis-
cussed here, leprosy is not clearly visible, but—because
of the caption in Weiss’ travelogue—we know the whole
image is unthinkable without that virtual common ob-
ject. Leprosy is the common denominator of these hu-
mans, their objects, the structures, and nature together.
Without leprosy, there is no reason to build a leprosar-
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ium, to wear and make adapted shoes, to have nurses.
Even though the overall context of Bethesda is religiously
informed, all elements of the photograph hang around
leprosy; the other way around, all these elements enact
leprosy in a particular way, namely as a disease that can
cause a disabled body that can still be productive. The
non-human actor of the stitching machine is especially
important here. In all the “defining moments” (the fram-
ing, making, and usage of the photograph) this machine,
together with tools and leather, enables the enactment
of the disabled body as a productive body. The sewing
machine is a call to action.
By putting leprosy center stage, we emphasize the ac-
tors’ interdependence (Reindal, 1999) and go beyond the
questions of how independent or not the actors are, who
is an active agent, and who not. The people with leprosy
are in need of nurses, and the nurses are in need of peo-
ple with leprosy. Our emphasis on such relations has sim-
ilarities with a strategy that “is concerned with the explo-
ration of the actual cross-cultural encounter andmaterial
practices in which colonial knowledge is grounded and
embedded” (Roque & Wagner, 2012, pp. 19–20). How-
ever, we hesitate to use here the term “cross-cultural en-
counters” because this is not so much about ethnic cul-
tures as about “shared work”, with the aim of “compen-
sating for inabilities” (Winance, 2010). Our point is simi-
lar to the plea of Roque andWagner for an “entwined re-
ality” of “indigenous and colonial worlds” (Roque &Wag-
ner, 2012, p. 19), but our hesitation has to dowith our re-
luctance to reaffirm colonial categories (as we did in our
first analysis of the photograph). Plenty of images of the
productive disabled body from a Western context (e.g.
Van Trigt, 2013) make clear that the bodies in this picture
are not (only) enacted as white and black bodies (bring-
ing into being the colonial category of race or ethnicity),
but (also) as disabled and abled bodies (bringing into be-
ing another dichotomy). There is an intersection of con-
cepts at stake here, which was overlooked in our first
analysis, and which the missionary wants us to see not
as dichotomy but as rooted in common religious views.
5. Agency
Weargue that looking for the agency of the peoplewithin
this picture as “other” is not the best way to interpret
this photograph. That does not mean they do not play a
role of importance; on the contrary, they are—with other
actors—involved in the enactment of the disabled but
productive body. This complex embeddedness of actors
in networks tends also to be overlooked in the historiog-
raphy of disability, which focuses on tracing or granting
agency. In a recent discussion about medical and disabil-
ity history, Kudlick (2013, p. 551) states,
“Even if our subfields share some of the same topics,
the U.S. disability history approach will always come
back to two core political ideas, both rooted in the dis-
ability rights movement: a need to challenge prevail-
ing assumptions about disability, and the importance
of granting people with disabilities historical agency.”
Kudlick’s aimof “granting agency” is comparablewith the
search for marginalized or “other” perspectives, and is—
in our opinion (cf. Van Trigt, 2016, in press)—in need of
an alternative. As Galis (2011) points out, the rational,
independent modern subject is an important part of the
disability rights movement. Independence is the prime
goal because people with disabilities are often treated
as dependent, in need of care. The past, as sources like
photographs also tell us, tends to reflect the dependency
of people with disabilities because the dominant focus
of the sources emphasizes caring for people with disabil-
ities. Although Kudlick’s appeal for agency does not nec-
essarily imply a “rational independent modern subject”,
it is—as Pieter Verstraete (2007, 2012) has argued—an
important characteristic of (new) disability history.
In our approach to visual sources of the colonial
past, ANT provides a good alternative, with a many-
sided approach, to agency because of the broad range of
(non-)human actors that can be taken into account. Ac-
tors are always part of a network in which they are re-
lated to other human and non-human actors. Agency is
part of these relations. Bruno Latour’s advice to “follow
the actors” (Latour, 2005) means that researchers might
only follow the actors in power, but this is not necessar-
ily the case. On the contrary, ANT enables a rich analysis
that takes account of a broad range of actors. This ap-
proach of agency is, in our opinion, also preferable to ap-
proaches that—often inspired by Foucault—criticize the
independent subject only by pointing towards ways the
subject is governed.
6. Multiplicity
But what, exactly, does it mean that people with leprosy
are involved with other actors in the enactment of the
disabled, but productive body? This brings us to the ques-
tion of how this photograph relates to the historic con-
text of lepers in Bethesda, or—more generally—in Suri-
name. Slightly different from Edwards and Jordanova, we
do not want to underline the constructed character of
the photograph too much. We have no reason to doubt
the (historic) events surrounding the productive body as
enacted in this photograph, not only because we know
from other sources that shoe manufacturing was an im-
portant activity at Bethesda to which people with lep-
rosy contributed (Postma, 2003, pp. 74–75; Van Hinte-
Rustwijk & Van Steenderen-Rustwijk, 2003, pp. 18–19),
but also because we consider this enactment as one way
“to do reality”. In this photograph, we see what some
people with leprosy are doing a couple of hours a day.
In other (in this case, available) photographs and other
sources, the bodies of people with leprosy were enacted
in other ways (look for lepra/leprosy in the museum col-
lection), thanks to other actors to which they were re-
lated and practices in which they took part. The body—
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in our opinion—has to be approached as a relational
rather than natural object; categories related to the body
are unstable (Mak, 2012; M’Charek, 2010). Inspired by
ANT, we try to understand reality as multiple, and to ap-
proach the body in its multiplicity (Mol, 2002). Bodies
and disease have to be enacted, and never simply “are”;
“they appear, gain shape and are manifested through a
whole range of different techniques, practices and rou-
tines” (Mak, 2012, p. 6). The consequence of understand-
ing reality asmultiple is that different realities and bodies
co-exist (Mak, 2012, p. 6; Mol, 2010, p. 264).
The method we followed in the first part of the pa-
per has the disadvantage—at least in the way we used
it—of prompting the historian to construct a “real” con-
text from the “real” looking photograph that tends (unin-
tentionally) to reaffirm existing categories. Alternatively,
if the photograph is approached using Actor-Network-
Theory (ANT, see Mol, 2010; Latour, 2005), a reality is
enacted that is both made and real (M’Charek, 2010)
and co-exists with other realities. To put it less abstractly:
in this photograph, the bodies of people with leprosy
are enacted as productive bodies, whereas—in other
photographs—the bodies of people with leprosy may be
enacted as ill, or as black, or as sharing religious views
with others without leprosy. The ANT assumption that
the reality enacted in the photograph is both made and
real prevents a simplistic interpretation (as represent-
ing a fixed historical context) and enables one to see
how reality is constructed without assuming a reality
behind the construction. So—for example—in our case
study, one might say that the forced character of the
performance—as mentioned above in analyzing the mo-
ment of making—is not forced or constructed in the
sense of being coerced, but forced in the sense of hav-
ing the people with leprosy stop their daily work and per-
form that work for distant others.
7. Conclusion
The central question of this article is, “How can we write
histories of people with disabilities as part of the history
of the ‘humanitarian cloud’ in away that goes beyond the
dominant image of people with disabilities as marginal-
ized people who suffer silently and have no agency?”We
have argued that existing methods that trace the agency
of subalterns tend to underline existing categorizations
and consequently underline (even if critically) the im-
age of a people who have no unmediated voice in his-
tory. Moreover, it was difficult to address the concept
of disability through existing methods. Nevertheless, as
we argued in the second part of our article, the heuristic
use of ANT can help address disability in the history of
humanitarianism and overcome the dominant image of
people with disabilities as lacking agency. Our case study
has shown a practice that should not only be understood
through the dichotomy between active andwhite, on the
one hand, and passive and black on the other (Edwards,
2014, p. 173). Instead, it shows how—at the beginning of
the twentieth century—somepeoplewith leprosy in Suri-
name were, by manufacturing adapted shoes, enacting
their bodies just as did disabled people in—for example—
the Netherlands. Therefore, if we look at the intersection
of concepts, and we take into consideration the possi-
bility of agency within the network of humans and non-
humans, photographs aremore thanworthy of our inves-
tigation. Probably they cannot deliver a final answer to
Gyan Prakash’s question on shaking loose colonialism’s
history and colonialism’s disciplining of history in its pro-
duced categories and ideas. However, photographs have
the potential to destabilize existing categories and ideas,
since they allow for somany perspectives on the “human-
itarian cloud” around human rights. They underline and
make visible that approaching the non-human as more
than just context, but also as co-constitutive of mutual
dependencies, will thoroughly affect the history of the
humanitarian cloud.
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